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The noise from a tied-down F-22A Raptor is modeled with an equivalent source consisting of two line arrays of monopole sources and their image
sources, to represent the interference from the ground. These arrays, one correlated and one uncorrelated, with Rayleigh-distributed amplitudes, mimic
properties of fine and large-scale turbulent mixing noise. [Morgan et al., Noise Control Eng. J. 60, 435-449 (2012)]. The equivalent source modeling
parameters (the distributions' peak locations, amplitudes, widths, and the relative phase angle between correlated sources) are selected using Bayesian
optimization implemented with simulated annealing and fast Gibbs sampler algorithms. The resulting equivalent source model reasonably predicts the
radiated midfield up to 1250 Hz [Hart et al., POMA 19, 055094 (2013)]. In this study, the relationship between the correlated array's peak location and its
phase angle has been further analyzed. Although sensitivity analysis of the results reveals non-uniqueness of the model, it also yields additional physical
insight in the form of bounds for the dominant aeroacoustic source region as a function of frequency. The far field sound radiation predicted by the
equivalent source model for a wide range of frequencies will be compared to measured far-field directivities. [Sponsored by the Office of Naval
Research.]
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INTRODUCTION
An equivalent source model (ESM) collapses the complex, turbulent flow into a set of wave functions or source
parameters that describe the salient features of the radiated acoustic field. It is a non-unique description that results
from an optimization process and therefore describes the field in a least-mean squares sense. The alteration of the
source description with frequency and flow conditions yields an efficient means of correlating the acoustic and flow
parameters. The ESM formulation, i.e. the choice of wave functions or sources, depends on the nature of the
problem. Lighthill’s quadrupole description of free jet noise1 was essentially an ESM. Various types of ESM have
been applied to aeroacoustics related problems, including the calculation of combustion noise2 and noise radiated
from a high-bypass jet engine nacelle.3
Two ESMs that have been employed for jet noise mention merit here. The first is a description of the source in
terms of wavepackets. These wavepackets consist of traveling waves with finite extent whose amplitudes grow and
decay as a result of turbulence instabilities; they are responsible for correlated noise generation through Mach wave
radiation. Source characterization and radiation based on wave packet models have been described by Suzuki and
Colonius,4 Reba et al.,5 etc. The different spectral shapes seen in supersonic jet noise to the sideline (rounded) and
downstream (peaked) have been described in terms of wavepacket broadening by Papamoschou.6 Results of nearfield acoustical holography on a military jet have been connected to wavepackets in a recent paper by Wall et al.7
A second approach builds off the work by Tam et al., 8-11 who have described supersonic jet noise radiation in
terms of two types of spectra – the rounded and peaked spectra that exist in different directions, and combinations of
the two at intermediate angles. This two-source model served as the foundation for an ESM we are developing for
military jet aircraft noise radiation. The source is represented by line arrays of correlated and uncorrelated
monopoles and, to account for the hard ground, their images. The amplitude variation for both types of sources is
assumed to follow Rayleigh distributions whose peak locations, widths, and amplitudes, along with the phase angle
for the correlated sources, are adjusted to minimize the mean-square error along a portion of the measurement
surface. Once the monopole source strengths have been found as a function of frequency, they can be used to
predict the levels elsewhere. Initial applications of this ESM are found in Refs. [12] and [13]. However, the
resulting data-based parameter estimates are inherently nonunique. Consequently, there is a strong correlation
between subsets of these parameters such that a range of combinations exist that produce similar answers and add
uncertainty to the model.

Potential Core
Large Scale Turbulence
Fine Scale Turbulence

Figure 1 Illustration
the two types of turbulent mixing noise in a jet.
Waveof
Packet

The mathematical formulation of this simple-source ESM is found in more depth in Ref. [12], but a summary is
provided here. For the uncorrelated line array and its image, the total squared pressure at frequency  𝑓 and location   𝑟
is calculated by adding up the contribution of the monopoles, with amplitudes 𝐴! , incoherently:
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where 𝑄! denotes the spherical reflection coefficient (set equal to one to model the concrete run-up pad), and
subscript u indicates that this is the uncorrelated contribution to the field. In the case of correlated sources, the total
squared pressure is the coherent sum over the individual monopoles:
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The correlated amplitude distribution is
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The space between the monopoles, d, is small enough to simulate a continuous source, c represents sound speed, and
θ is the directivity angle. The correlated and uncorrelated line arrays are combined to give the total squared
pressure:
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At each frequency of interest, this total, modeled, squared pressure is propagated via the Green's function to multiple
observation points, which correspond to the microphone locations, and yields a planar map of the sound field to
compare with the measured data.

As with previous related papers,12,13 a Rayleigh distribution is used to compute the relative amplitudes of the
monopoles as
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where zm is the location of the mth monopole, 𝐴!"# is the peak amplitude in the distribution, ∆𝑧  is distance the peak
of the distribution has been shifted downstream, and 𝜎  is the relative width of the distribution. (See Figure 2.)

Figure 2. A Rayleigh distribution (dotted line), which rises quickly and decays slowly, and a shifted distribution (solid
line), labeled with the shift distance, Δz, and the scale parameter, σ.

The parameters that control the maximum amplitude, the width, and the location of the peak for the correlated
(subscript c) and the uncorrelated (subscript u) distributions are varied in the ESM. Specifically, the peak locations
{𝑧!,! , 𝑧!,! }, widths {𝜎!, 𝜎! }, and the ratio of the maximum amplitudes of the two arrays {𝐴!,! /𝐴!,! }, and the source
phase angle, 𝜃 are variables. The model’s parameters are adjusted to create a source that gives the least square error
between the model and measured data.
The initial implementation of this simple-source ESM used the sound field measured on large planes in the
vicinity of a tied-down F-22A Raptor. One engine was operated at idle, intermediate, military and afterburner engine
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conditions, while the other engine was held at idle. All results shown in this paper are for measurements at
afterburner for some of the locations illustrated in Figure 3. A complete description of the experiment is found in
Wall et al.15 Examples of the noise content for different frequencies across the 2 m high by 23 m long planes are
shown in subsequent figures. Above about 200 Hz, one or more strong interference nulls runs through the planes.

Figure 3. (left) A picture of the F22-A Raptor with the microphone array. (right) Schematic of the measurement locations
relative to the jet. The red triangles indicate the locations at which the microphone array was positioned during the
experiment. The estimated shear layer is marked by green dashed lines, and the green “x” delineates the estimated
maximum-noise-source region and arc origin.

In Morgan et al.,12 the ESM was formulated by manually adjusting the parameters and using fixed source phase
angle derived from far-field directivity measurements. In Hart et al.,13 a Bayesian optimization algorithm was used
to obtain maximum likely values and estimated posterior probability distributions. In both cases, the data-based
source strengths were similar to what was expected from the previous beamforming results of Lee and Bridges:16 the
maximum source region contracts and moves upstream as the frequency increases. In both cases, similar results
gave insight into the nature of the relationship between the ESM parameters and the measured field:
(1) Interference nulls are much deeper for model than measurements because the model does not include the
volumetric nature of the source. To compensate for this, only locations at which the measured SPL is within 40 dB
of the maximum are used to calculate the mismatch between modeled field and measurements.
(2) The correlated portion of the ESM controls the primary features of the match between modeled and measured
levels at frequencies below 500 Hz. A Rayleigh distribution of the source amplitude for these correlated sources can
reproduce the location and orientation of the interference nulls.
(3) The agreement between model and measurement is less sensitive to changes in uncorrelated source
parameters. However, in some cases, minor adjustments in the uncorrelated source parameters can improve match to
the side of nozzle at higher frequencies. It is likely that the Rayleigh distribution is not the best choice for the
uncorrelated portion of the ESM.
This paper presents a study of the relationship between the correlated source parameters of the simple-source
ESM. A least-squares cost function quantifies the mismatch between the measured and predicted fields across the
large planes of data shown in Figure 2. In particular, the interdependence of the location of the source distribution
peak for the correlated portion of the ESM and the directivity angle that controls the phase relationship between the
monopoles is investigated.
RESULTS
Parameter selection for the ESM relies upon quantifying the agreement between measured levels and predicted
levels. While the parameter selection can be done manually, an automated algorithm for estimating the parameters
provides a more objective answer, which is necessary for obtaining a reasonable model when the answer is not
known. The resulting modeling parameters are inherently uncertain. In many cases, some modeling parameters
have minimal effect on the measurement/model agreement. The estimates obtained for these parameters likely have
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little physical significance. On the other hand, the key modeling parameters are the ones that primarily determine
whether the ESM yields a suitable prediction of the measured field.
Previous studies of the simple-source ESM by Hart et al.13 showed that the parameters related to the correlated
source primarily determine how well the ESM predicts the measured field. These primary parameters are the peak
location and the scale parameter of the Rayleigh distribution for the correlated line arrays, 𝑧!,! and 𝜎! ,    (see Figure 2)
and the source phase angle, 𝜃. However, the estimates obtained for these parameters are not independent. There is
a correlation between values of these parameters that result in approximately the same agreement between the model
and the data. An example of this can be seen in Figure 4, which provides snapshots of the three-dimensional search
space of these primary parameters. The color bar indicates the value of the least-squares cost function when 630
measurement locations on planes 1 and 2 in Figure 3 were included in the calculation. The dark regions indicating
good agreement between the field predicted by the ESM and the measured one illustrate the valley in the search
space. The presence of this valley means that there is a natural correlation between these parameters, such that
model/data mismatch defined by the least-squares cost function cannot distinguish meaningfully between
combinations that lie in the valley. This provides an idea of the uncertainty in the parameter estimates.

Figure 4. Maps of the value of the least-squares cost function in the ESM parameter search space, at 315 Hz using the
data from planes 1 and 2, as a function of source phase angle 𝜽, peak location 𝒛𝒑,𝒄 of the Rayleigh distribution describing
the amplitude of the monopoles on the correlated line array (and its image) for four values of the scale parameter, 𝝈𝒄 , of
the Rayleigh distribution. The other three parameters were held at nominally ideal values. The black dot and
accompanying green dashed lines show the solution obtained by the optimization for this case.

To investigate the natural correlations between the source phase angle, 𝜃, and peak location of the Rayleigh
distribution, 𝑧!,! , a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (LMA) was applied to minimize the least-squares cost function.
Unlike the Bayesian optimization algorithms (BOA) applied by Hart et al,13 the LMA uses gradient information to
estimate the step sizes in the parameters that will likely move the solution towards the minimum. In addition, the
parameters were not forced to stay within bounds, as in the BOA, but a penalty was added if the selected parameter
was outside the specified limits. This was an important consideration because at lower frequencies (below 500 Hz)
the derivatives associated with the parameters defining the uncorrelated line array’s amplitude distribution are
extremely small, such that the LMA often selects values for these parameters outside the realistic source region. As
the frequency increases (where the uncorrelated sources contribute more to the field), the corresponding derivatives
increase, and the sampled values for these uncorrelated parameters stay within the physical bounds.
Estimates of 𝜃 and 𝑧!,! from several LMA optimizations, based on the data from plane 1 and different initial
parameter values, are summarized in Figure 5. For each frequency the combinations of 𝜃 and 𝑧!,! at which the
optimization ended lie along a different diagonal line. These combinations give comparable least-squares fits, and
the spread of the circles gives an idea of the uncertainty associated with the parameter estimates obtained by the
optimizations. The “best fit” solution at each frequency is shown by a filled circle and is used in the subsequent
discussion of the result.
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Figure 5. Estimates of 𝜽 and 𝒛𝒑,𝒄 obtained by LMA optimizations using the data on plane 1 at different frequencies
(represented by color). The filled circles represent the “best fit” solution at each frequency, which is used for the
subsequent plots.

The source distributions for the ESM obtained from the optimizations on plane 1 exhibit many of the
characteristics expected for heated, supersonic jet noise, as shown in Figure 6. For frequencies of 315 Hz and
below, the correlated source is responsible for the predicted field over the aperture of interest. The location of the
peak in the amplitude distribution shifts upstream (close to the jet nozzle) and narrows as the frequency increases.
This general trend is expected from previous beamforming results on heated jets.8,16 At 500 Hz, the amplitude
distribution of the correlated source is quite narrow and the uncorrelated source begins to contribute to the predicted
field. At 800 and 1250 Hz, the uncorrelated sources are responsible for a large portion of the field. The two-source
theory for jet noise supports this increase in the relative importance of the uncorrelated noise as frequency
increases.10,17 (Note that the absolute amplitude values are unimportant as the modeled levels are shifted in the end
such that the maximum matches the maximum measured level.)

Figure 6. Source amplitude distributions for the ESM obtained from the LMA optimizations at the frequencies indicated
using data from plane 1 (in Figure 3). The red (thicker) lines are for the correlated sources, and the blue (thinner) lines
for the uncorrelated sources.
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Maps of the levels computed with the source distributions in Figure 6 are presented in Figure 7 - Figure 12 and
illustrate the capabilities and limitations of the simple-source ESM. For each frequency, the top plot contains the
levels on plane 1 predicted by the ESM, the middle plot contains the measured levels on plane 1, and the lowest plot
shows both the predicted and measured levels across the top of the array when is was located along an arc 22.9 m
from the estimated maximum source region. The agreement between the ESM and the data is quite good at 315 Hz
and below at both locations. At these frequencies, the line array of correlated monopoles and its image capture the
general features of the field. The portions of the field that are not in agreement are in most cases related to what has
been termed the “double-peak” in Ref. [18], which would not be captured by the ESM. The double peak refers two
two discrete maxima in the spectra at one location and two distinct directivity lobes at frequencies near the peaks.
At 500 Hz and above, the ESM predict the locations of the interference nulls but produced longer tails than
measured. At 500 and 800 Hz, the ESM also does not represent the wide spread of energy near the jet nozzle. It is
likely that the limitations with the ESM at these higher frequencies relates to the lack of the Rayleigh distribution to
represent the sources. Likely a different distribution with a more gradual rise and shorter tail would work better at
the higher frequencies.

Figure 7 Comparison of the levels on plane 1 predicted by the ESM (top) and measured (middle) near the F-22A Raptor
in 2009 (See Figure 3) at 125 Hz. The modeling parameters obtained using the data on plane 1 were also used to compute
the field along an arc at 22.9 m from the estimated maximum source region (bottom). The blue circles display the
measured levels and the red line the predicted levels.
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 7, but at 250 Hz.

Figure 9. Same as Figure 7, but at 315 Hz.
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Figure 10. Same as Figure 7, but at 500 Hz.

Figure 11. Same as Figure 7, but at 800 Hz.
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Figure 12. Same as Figure 7, but at 1250 Hz.

CONCLUSION
The simple-source ESM presented in this paper predicts the major features of the sound field in the vicinity of an F22A Raptor at afterburner. The two line arrays, representing correlated and uncorrelated noise and their images with
Rayleigh distributions for the source amplitudes, provide a description of an equivalent source that generates noise
similar to the high-temperature, supersonic jet. However, there is an inherent uncertainty in the parameter estimates
obtained. First, the uncorrelated source parameters appear to be insignificant at frequencies below 500 Hz. Second,
the interdependence of the parameters for the correlated source creates valleys in the parameter search space such
that combinations of the phase angle and location of the peak in the distribution give essentially the same agreement.
Nevertheless, the reasonable predictions obtained by this simple-source model are intriguing. Future improvements
to the ESM may include varying the amplitude distribution shape as a function of frequency to account for the
shorter tails at higher frequencies and including volumetric nature of source such that the predicted interference
nulls are less pronounced.
Despite the straightforward nature of this ESM, there may be more physical insight to be obtained by comparing
with other ESMs based on wavepackets. In the current model, the correlated portion of the ESM is responsible for
the dominant noise generation along the direction of maximum overall sound pressure level. (See Ref. [15].) The
real part of the complex correlated source distributions, shown in Figure 13, are reminiscent of the wavepackets used
in other ESMs.4-6,19 The relationship between this correlated portion of this simple-source model and the
wavepackets, which are both associated with large-scale noise generation, needs to be investigated.
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Figure 13. The real portions (solid) and amplitudes (dotted) of the source distributions for the correlated line array at
125, 250, 315 and 500 Hz, for the “best fit” optimization parameters.
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